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PRESS RELEASE
06.05.2011
(Government of Jammu and Kashmir facilitates the
Talibanisation of Kashmir)
“Ek Gandi Machli Poore Taalab Ko Ganda Karti Hai” A dirty fish
makes fresh water pond dirty, is an old saying and defines the present
situation. On one hand every Kashmiri irrespective of religion, belief
and faith is contributing towards the re-conciliation of Kashmiri
Society which has fallen apart due to political turmoil and on the
other hand some revenue officials are openly helping the Mandir Land
Mafia, without any fear or regret, in disposing of temple lands under
their jurisdiction. They believe in Talibanization of Kashmir and
disapprove the composite culture and heritage which is legacy of the
Kashmir and Kashmiri. Even, they threatened office bearers of KPSS
that they will impose and implicate on us in false cases, if we tried to
interfere in their mission.
Residents of Ladoo, irrespective of Religion, belief and faith, who
manages the Asthapan and Ashram of Jewan Sahib of Ladoo are
being harassed by some Revenue officials to facilitate the ill designs of
Ghulam Nabi Dar Resident of Ladoo and Abdul Rashid Wani
Residents of Sempora, Pantha Chowk to sell the land belonging to the
age old asthapan. One Kashmiri Pandit namely Chaman Lal Bhat,
who once upon a time used to live in Ladoo and at present residing at
Muthi, Jammu, under the influence of personal monetary gains, is
helping the above to sell out the land of the Asthapan.
KPSS want to appreciate the work done by the Deputy
Commissioner and Additional Deputy Commissioner, Pulwama, along
with Superintendent of Police, Awantipora, for their personal efforts in
protecting and preserving the Asthapan and its endowment property.
Even a team of Revenue and Police officials visited the spot on
29.04.2011 and it was ascertained that, at present, the Asthapan
possesses 8 Kanals and 8 Marlas of land which needs to be protected
and preserved from these unscrupulous persons. Even the poles used
to fence the land to encroach the same were removed.
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But it seems that the some Revenue Officers / Officials are
having patronage of stronger anti-national elements that they refuse
to act on the orders of his superiors.
KPSS requests Superintendent of Police, Awantipora to give
protection to the residents of Ladoo as we feel that the Revenue
Officers / Official indulged in this heinous act may misuse their
Offices to harm them to accomplish their mission of Talibanization to
destroy the composite culture of the Kashmir.
There is also another case of encroachment of temple land in
Aarihal, Pulwama where a person namely Abdul Rashid, a Class IV
employee of Deputy Commissioners office Pulwama have encroached
the temple land and despite Deputy Commissioner Pulwama’s
directions he refuses to comply the directions.
KPSS warns governments if they fail to protect the Minority
religious places we will have no other option to choose other sources
to protect our heritage and identity, which may at the later stage,
harm their so called image across the world. On the contrary we fell
that the Government of Jammu and Kashmir is working on the lines
of Talibanization of Kashmir. Their in-activeness shows their secret
agenda. State Government facilitates these activities in a secret
modus operandi to defame the Majority population of Kashmir before
the world Community to feed their malafide motives and to remain in
Chair.
KPSS thank the people of Ladoo for taking the front row for
helping the Kashmiri Pandit Community in saving the age old
Asthapan of Jeewan Sahib and its endowment property from the
clutches of un-scrupulous elements.
Sanjay K. Tickoo
President, KPSS
9906564741
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